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In an effort to understand the organization of genes in the herpes simplex virus (HSV-1) genome, I tested the idea that the location of a
gene may be related to the evolutionary rate of amino acid sequence variation in the encoded protein. A measure of protein sequence
divergence was calculated for homologous proteins in the UL region of six alphaherpesviruses including HSV-1, and this parameter was
plotted against position in the HSV-1 genome. The results revealed a cluster of highly conserved proteins (UL27–UL33) encoded near the
middle of UL. A similar analysis was restricted to HSV-1 and HSV-2 permitting an examination of US proteins and proteins encoded in
repeated regions at the segment ends. This analysis showed that US proteins as a group are more highly divergent than those encoded in UL.
A high degree of divergence was also observed in proteins coded at the segment ends including RL1 (g134.5), RL2 (a0), UL1 (glycoprotein
L), UL56, US1, and US12. It is suggested that conserved proteins UL27–UL33 are encoded near the middle of UL to take advantage of a low
local mutation rate. Highly divergent proteins are suggested to be encoded selectively in US because of a comparatively rapid evolutionary
rate with which genes can be introduced and removed from S in response to environmental variation.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) is the prototypical
member of the herpesviruses, a family of dsDNA viruses
that infects animal hosts. More than 120 herpesviruses have
now been described, and infections are found to occur with
a high degree of selectivity for the host species. Humans are
infected by a total of eight herpesviruses, and these cause a
variety of diseases including infectious mononucleosis
(Epstein–Barr virus), chicken pox (varicella-zoster virus),
birth defects (human cytomegalovirus), and recurrent skin
infections (HSV-1). Herpesviruses also cause economically
important diseases in domestic animals (Roizman and
Pellet, 2001).0042-6822/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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30 herpesviruses, and in many cases, the sequence informa-
tion is enhanced by the results of genetic analyses (Davison,
2002). Such studies have shown that the HSV-1 dsDNA
genome is 152 kb in length and encodes 74 proteins. Nearly
all the DNA is involved in coding for proteins. The genome is
organized into two segments, UL and US, which contain
single-copy genes (Roizman and Knipe, 2001). Between UL
and US and at the genome ends are repeated regions
containing two-copy genes and certain cis-acting elements
such as those involved in DNA encapsidation (Fig. 1). As
DNA is replicated, UL and US invert with respect to each
other in a recombination-like process that results in a total of
four genome isomers (Delius and Clements, 1976; Hayward
et al., 1975; Roizman and Knipe, 2001).
Although the HSV-1 genome is well defined biochemi-
cally and genetically, the principles of its overall organ-
ization are not yet understood. For instance, apart from a
clustering of glycoprotein genes in US, there is no obvious04) 209–220
Fig. 1. Major features of the HSV-1 genome. The genome is divided into
two regions, UL and US, that encode single-copy genes. Genes are
numbered sequentially within UL and US. At the segment ends and between
the segments are inverted repeated regions (RL and RS) that encode two-
copy genes and certain cis-acting elements.
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DNA replication proteins are encoded throughout UL as are
genes specifying capsid proteins and proteins involved in
DNA encapsidation. Similarly, there appears to be no
apparent organization of essential genes, of genes tran-
scribed in the same direction, or of genes expressed at the
same time after the onset of infection. Early genes (h-
genes), for example, are encoded throughout UL and in US
(McGeoch et al., 1985, 1986, 1988; Roizman and Knipe,
2001).
Like the proteins encoded in other genomes, HSV-1
proteins are found to differ in the rate at which their amino
acid sequences change over evolutionary time (Alba et al.,
2001; Karlin et al., 1994; McGeoch and Cook, 1994, 1995,
2000). A comparatively slow rate of variation is observed in
proteins involved in certain essential functions such as DNA
replication and capsid formation while change is more rapid
in proteins requiring more frequent evolutionary adaptation
such as those contributing to gene activation, entry into the
host cell or immune evasion. DNA polymerase and the major
capsid protein are examples of proteins whose sequences are
relatively conserved while greater sequence variation is
observed in glycoprotein L and immediate early protein a0.
The studies described here were undertaken to test the
idea that the HSV-1 genome may be organized, at least in
part, according to the rate of evolutionary variation in the
amino acid sequences of individual proteins. Does theFig. 2. Protein separation distances of homologous proteins in the UL region of six
UL27 and UL33. A linear regression is indicated by the dotted line. The lengthsgenome contain groupings of genes that encode proteins
with similar rates of evolutionary change? Studies were
carried out with the amino acid sequences of proteins coded
in the HSV-1 UL region and with the homologous proteins
of five other alphaherpesviruses. A measure of the rate of
sequence variation was calculated for each set of homologs
and this was plotted as a function of gene location in UL.Results
UL proteins in six alphaherpesviruses
The idea that gene position and protein evolutionary rate
might be related was tested initially with the amino acid
sequences of proteins encoded in the UL region of HSV-1
and their homologs in five other alphaherpesviruses, HSV-2,
EHV-1, EHV-4, BHV-1, and VZV. The basic operation was
to determine the number of amino acid substitutions in the
homologous proteins of two viruses. In order to focus on
amino acid substitutions and ignore insertion and deletion
mutations, analyses were performed after aligning the
sequences of the six viral homologs and editing the
alignment to remove overhangs and gaps. The program
Distances was then used with the edited alignment to
determine the number of substitutions (per 100 amino acids)
for each pair among the six homologs. Values for all 15
pairs were added and the sum, the aggregate separation
distance, was interpreted as an overall measure of the rate of
sequence substitution. Separation distances were then
compared among the proteins encoded in UL.
The results (Fig. 2) indicated that strongly and weakly
conserved proteins are encoded throughout UL. Separation
distances were found to vary over approximately a four-fold
range with the lowest and highest values corresponding to
the small subunit of ribonucleotide reductase (UL40) andalphaherpesviruses. Note the region of conserved proteins encoded between
of individual genes are shown graphically in the lower panel.
Fig. 3. Distribution of protein separation distances in the UL region of six
alphaherpesviruses. The left, middle and right lanes show values for all UL
proteins, proteins essential for growth in cell culture and proteins not
required for growth in cell culture, respectively. For each lane, the
horizontal and vertical lines indicate the mean value and standard deviation,
respectively.
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strongly and weakly conserved proteins were found to be
encoded in adjacent or closely proximal genes. This is the
case, for instance, with UL4 and UL5 (separation distances
of 2093 and 685, respectively), and with UL19 and UL20
(763 and 2280).
The most obvious clustering occurs in the case of
UL27–UL33, a group of strongly conserved proteins
encoded in approximately the middle of UL. The average
separation distance value among these genes is 955 F 167
compared to an average of 1523 F 582 for all UL proteins
(Table 1; P = 0.007 for difference at 95% confidence). The
cluster of highly conserved genes is flanked on both sides
by regions encoding more divergent proteins (i.e., UL20–
UL24 to the left and UL35–UL37 to the right). In contrast
to the clustering observed with UL27–UL33, no similar
grouping was observed when control parameters were
calculated and plotted against gene location. Control
parameters examined in this way included protein iso-
electric point, gene GC content, and protein length (data
not shown).
The separation distance values of UL proteins were
distributed over the range of ~650–3000 as shown in Fig. 3
(left lane). Relatively few proteins were found to have values
above approximately 2300 and none were below 646.
Proteins essential for growth of HSV-1 in cell culture had a
lower average separation distance than non-essential ones
(compare the center and right lanes in Fig. 3 and see Table 1)
although the difference was not great and not statistically
significant (P = 0.13). Proteins expressed early after infection
(i.e., the products of early or h-genes) had a lower average
separation distance than late (g) proteins although theTable 1
Separation distances for proteins encoded in the UL region of six alphaherpesviru
Gene group Separation distance UL gene(s) in g
All UL 1523 F 582 1–10, 12–42, 44
Essential genes 1424 F 592 1, 5–9, 14–15,
Non-essential genes 1677 F 545 2–4, 10, 12–13,
a-gene 1805 54 (n = 1)
h-genes 1323 F 614 2, 5, 8, 12, 23,
g-genes 1602 F 621 1, 3, 10, 13, 15
Core herpesvirus genesa 1421 F 559 1, 2, 5–10, 12–
Genes transcribed rightwardb 1542 F 623 1–3, 6, 7, 10, 1
Genes transcribed leftward 1509 F 552 4, 5, 8, 9, 12–1
Conserved cluster genes 955 F 167 27–33 (n = 7)
DNA replication genes 1299 F 708 5, 8, 9, 29, 30,
Capsid proteins 1317 F 529 6, 18, 19, 35, 3
DNA packaging genes 1022 F 247 6, 15, 17, 25, 2
Glycoproteins 2049 F 685 1, 10, 22, 27, 4
Nucleotide metabolism 1597 F 506 23, 39, 50 (n =
UL15 647 15
UL15 exon 1 754 15 exon 1
UL15 exon 2 565 15 exon 2
UL16 1522 16
UL17 1470 17
a (Davison et al., 2002). UL11 was omitted because it has no homolog in EHV-1
b Transcription in the same direction as UL1.difference was modest (Table 1). Influencing the lower
average separation distance for early proteins are strongly
conserved early proteins such as UL5, UL29, UL30, and UL52
involved in DNA replication. Essential proteins had approx-
imately the same average separation distance as proteinsses
roup
, 45–54 (n = 51)
17–19, 22, 25–38, 42, 48, 49, 52, 54 (n = 31)
16, 20–21, 23–24, 39–41, 44, 46–47, 50, 51, 53 (n = 20)
29–30, 39–40, 42, 50, 52 (n = 12)
, 17–20, 22, 24, 25–28, 31–32, 35–38, 41, 44, 46, 47–49, 51, 53 (n = 29)
19, 22, 23, 25–40, 42, 49–52, 54 (n = 40)
5, 21, 24–26, 30, 33–35, 38–40, 42, 44, 50, 52–54 (n = 24)
4, 16–20, 22, 23, 27–29, 31, 32, 36, 37, 41, 46–49, 51 (n = 27)
42, 52 (n = 7)
8 (n = 5)
8, 32, 33 (n = 7)
4, 53 (n = 6)
3)
or EHV-4.
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Davison et al. (2002). Average separation distances were
nearly the same in genes transcribed rightward (same
direction as UL1) compared to leftward (Table 1).
When proteins were grouped according to function, the
most strongly and weakly conserved were found to be those
involved in DNA encapsidation and the glycoproteins,
respectively (Table 1). All proteins involved in DNA
packaging have separation distances below the average of
UL and the standard deviation is particularly low for
packaging protein separation distances. Among the glyco-
proteins encoded in UL (i.e., gL, gM, gH, gB, gC and gK),
all are highly divergent except for gB (UL27; separation
distance = 922). The average separation distances for capsid
proteins and proteins involved in DNA replication are
slightly below the average for all UL (Table 1). Of the seven
proteins involved in DNA synthesis, five are strongly
conserved as expected, but two are highly divergent, UL42
and UL8 (the polymerase processivity factor and a helicase/
primase subunit, respectively; Table 1; Fig. 2).
An interesting situation is observed in the case of UL15, a
protein encoded in two exons (McGeoch et al., 1988). Two
other proteins, UL16 and UL17, are encoded in the interven-
ing intron. Both UL15 exons and the protein as a whole are
among the most strongly conserved UL proteins while UL16
and UL17 are more divergent having separation distance
values that are about the average for all UL proteins (Table 1).
HSV-1 and HSV-2 proteins
Analysis of homologous proteins in six viruses, as
described above, made it necessary to ignore proteins
lacking a homolog in one or more of the viruses. Absence
of such a homolog affects only five proteins encoded in ULFig. 4. Protein separation distances for homologous proteins in the UL region of H
encoded at the ends of the L segment. A linear regression is shown by the dotted li
shown in the dashed plot. The lengths of individual genes are shown graphically(Fig. 2; Appendix A), but it applies to most US proteins and
to proteins encoded in repeated regions at the segment ends.
In order to examine US and repeated region proteins,
analysis was restricted to a comparison of HSV-1 proteins
with those of HSV-2, a virus with a homolog for every HSV-
1 protein (Dolan et al., 1998). The procedures described
above were used for determining the number of amino acid
substitutions (per 100 amino acids) in homologous proteins
of the two viruses, and the results were plotted against gene
location in the L and S segments.
As expected, the results for L segment proteins were found
to be closely similar to those obtained in the six-virus analysis
(Fig. 4; compare solid and dashed profiles). The same highly
conserved (e.g., UL5, UL15, UL30 and UL40) and highly
divergent (e.g., UL1 and UL43) proteins were identified in the
two studies. Of 25 proteins whose separation distances were
below the regression line in the six-virus analysis, 22 were
also below the line in the HSV-1/HSV-2 study (see Figs. 2 and
4). The group of strongly conserved proteins between UL27
and UL33 was identified in both studies.
Perhaps the most striking feature of the two-virus analysis
was the identification of highly divergent genes at the ends of
both the L and S segments (Figs. 4 and 5). For example,
distance scores for RL1 (g34.5), RL2 (a0) and UL1 encoded
at the left end of L and RL1, RL2 and UL56 at the right are all
higher than for any other protein encoded in L (see Fig. 4).
Likewise, highly divergent genes US1 and US12 are found at
the ends of US. The most highly divergent HSV-1 genes, US4
(glycoprotein G) and US5 (glycoprotein J), are encoded by
adjacent genes in US (Fig. 5). As a group, proteins encoded
in US were found to be noticeably more highly divergent
than UL. Distance scores were 50.7 F 27.8 (n = 12) for US
proteins compared to 21.4F 10.1 for UL (n = 56; P b 0.0001
for 95% confidence).SV-1 and HSV-2 (dark line). Note the groups of highly divergent proteins
ne. For comparison, scaled values from the six alphaherpesvirus analysis are
in the lower panel.
Fig. 5. Protein separation distances for homologous proteins in the US
region of HSV-1 and HSV-2. Note that separation distances are higher
overall for US compared to UL proteins and that highly divergent
proteins are encoded at the segment ends (US1 and US12) and in US4–
US5. The lengths of individual genes are indicated graphically in the
lower panel.
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To account for the differences observed in rate of amino
acid substitution among HSV-1 proteins, I considered two
possibilities: (1) the substitution rate is most stronglyFig. 6. Mutation rate (top) and protein fixation rate (bottom) plotted against gene l
were derived from nucleotide sequence differences in HSV-1 compared to HSV-
shown graphically in the lower panel.influenced by the local mutation rate in the genome; highly
variable proteins would be encoded in regions of the genome
where the mutation rate is high; and (2) amino acid sequence
variation depends primarily on the rate at which mutagenic
changes become fixed in the genome as a result of natural
selection. The HSV-1/HSV-2 data set was used to test the two
possibilities. Measures of themutation and fixation rates were
identified and their correlations with protein separation
distance were evaluated by regression analysis.
The mutation rate was estimated from the value of Ks, the
rate at which individual codons are changed by mutation to
synonymous ones in corresponding genes of HSV-1 and
HSV-2. It was expected that Ks would be a reasonable
measure of the overall mutation rate because synonymous
mutations should not be strongly selected either positively or
negatively during virus growth. As a measure of the fixation
rate, I used Ka/Ks, the rate at which individual codons are
changed to non-synonymous ones (Ka) divided by Ks, a
measure of the local mutation rate as described above. Ks and
Ka values were those determined by Dolan et al. (1998).
A plot of Ks as a function of gene location suggested
only relatively subtle variation in the mutation rate (Fig. 6,
top). Values spanned approximately a five-fold range, but
most were between approximately 0.3 and 0.7. The average
mutation rate of US genes was observed to be significantly
higher than the average of UL. Values were 0.601 F 0.147
(n = 12) and 0.447 F 0.095 (n = 56), respectively, for USocation in the HSV-1 genome. Mutation rate (Ks) and fixation rate (Ka/Ks)
2 as described by Dolan et al. (1998). The lengths of individual genes are
Fig. 7. Regression analysis relating protein separation distance in the HSV-1/
HSV-2 data set to mutation rate (top) and fixation rate (bottom).Mutation and
fixation rates were determined as described in Materials and methods. Note
the positive correlation in both cases. R = correlation coefficient.
Fig. 8. Regression analysis relating protein separation distance in the UL27–
UL33 proteins to mutation rate (top) and fixation rate (bottom). Mutation and
fixation rates were determined as described in Materials and methods. Note
that correlation is better with mutation rate. R = correlation coefficient.
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confidence). A local minimum in the mutation rate was
observed in the region of the genes (UL27–UL33) encoding
conserved cluster proteins (Fig. 6, top).
A similar plot of fixation rate against gene position
showed genes with high fixation rates at the ends of the L
segment (Fig. 6, bottom). RL1, RL2, UL1 and UL56 were
found to have fixation rates greater than nearly all other
proteins encoded in L. Other high fixation rates were found
in UL43, UL44 (glycoprotein C), US4 (glycoprotein G), US5
(glycoprotein J), and US genes as a group. For example, the
average fixation rate of US proteins (0.437 F 0.231, n = 12)
was found to be significantly higher than the average for UL
(0.253 F 0.099, n = 56; P b 0.0001 for 95% confidence).
Regression analysis showed that that both mutation rate
and fixation rate correlated positively with protein separa-
tion distance (Fig. 7). This was expected since both
variables promote protein amino acid sequence variation.
The correlation coefficient was found to be higher in the
case of fixation rate (R = 0.87 cf. 0.65 for the mutation rate),
however, suggesting a greater contribution from fixation in
the aggregate of HSV-1 proteins.
Similar regression analyses were performed with proteins
encoded in UL27–UL33 and US, the two regions shown
above to contain groups of proteins with similar rates of
sequence divergence. In the case of UL27–UL33 (conserved
cluster proteins), separation distance was found to correlate
positively with both mutation and fixation rates, as it did in
the set of all HSV-1 proteins (Fig. 8). The correlation was
much better, however, with mutation (R = 0.64) comparedto fixation rate (R = 0.27). The result suggests that sequence
divergence in UL27–UL33 proteins is more strongly
influenced by mutation rate than by the need of the proteins
to undergo adaptive sequence changes.
In the case of US proteins, separation distance correlated
better with fixation than with mutation rate (Fig. 9). The
strong correlation with fixation rate (R = 0.88) supports the
view that US proteins are involved in species-specific or
accessory functions in which amino acid sequence variation
is driven by a need for relatively rapid evolutionary
adaptation. The functions proposed for US proteins gen-
erally fit the above description. None is a member of the
core herpesvirus protein set as described by Davison et al.
(2002) and only one (US6; glycoprotein D) is required for
HSV growth in cell culture. Instead, most US proteins are
involved in functions required for host-specific adaptation
such as virus egress and spread (US3, US7, and US8; Balan
et al., 1994; Klupp et al., 2001; Reynolds et al., 2002),
tropism (US4 and US6; Jogger et al., 2004; Krummenacher
et al., 2004; Tran et al., 2000), regulation of transcription
(US1 and US11; Prod’hon et al., 1996; Roller and Roizman,
1991), immune evasion (US12; Jugovic et al., 1998), and
resistance to apoptosis (US3, US5, and US6; Hagglund et al.,
2002; Jerome et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2000).Discussion
Clustering of genes encoding proteins with similar rates of
sequence variation
The results described here indicate that particular regions
of the HSV-1 genome encode proteins with similar rates of
Fig. 9. Regression analysis relating protein separation distance in US1–
US12 proteins to mutation rate (top) and fixation rate (bottom). Mutation
and fixation rates were determined as described in Materials and methods.
Note the strongly positive correlation with fixation rate. R = correlation
coefficient.
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conserved proteins is coded near the middle of UL, while
highly variable proteins are encoded at the ends of L and in
most of S. Other regions of the genome encode smaller
groups of proteins with similar rates of variation. UL18–
UL19, UL43–UL44, and US4–US5 are examples. In much of
the HSV-1 genome, however, genes do not appear to be
grouped strictly according to the rate of protein sequence
variation. Conserved and divergent proteins can be encoded
in adjacent or closely spaced genes (see Figs. 2, 4, and 5).
Evidence for clustering of genes according to the rate
of protein sequence variation has been reported in an
analysis of homologous proteins in the mouse and rat
genomes (Williams and Hurst, 2000, 2002). Results with
mouse and rat are compatible with clusters of a few or
many genes.
The separation distances reported here for proteins
encoded in the UL region of six alphaherpesviruses support
the view that essential and non-essential proteins do not
differ greatly overall in rate of evolutionary sequence
change. A difference in the average separation distance of
the two protein sets was observed, but it was modest. For
example, the difference between the average distance
scores (1424 F 592 and 1677 F 545 for essential and
non-essential proteins, respectively) was less than that
observed between early and late proteins or between
proteins involved in DNA replication and DNA encapsi-
dation (Table 1). Evidence for similar rates of evolutionary
change in essential and non-essential proteins has alsobeen reported in mouse, rat, and other organisms (Hurst
and Smith, 1999; Pal et al., 2003).
Mutation and fixation rates
The rate of amino acid sequence change in a protein
over evolutionary time is affected by the rate of mutation
in the gene and by the frequency with which mutations
become fixed in the population as a result of natural
selection (Wilson et al., 1977). The mutation rate is
influenced by familiar factors such as genetic recombi-
nation, errors occurring during DNA replication, the
presence of environmental mutagens, and the ability of
errors to be repaired. Because most mutagenic changes
are neutral or deleterious to the fitness of the organism,
the rate at which mutations become fixed in the
population is lower than the mutation rate. For an
individual protein, fixation of mutagenic changes depends
on the role of the protein and especially on the nature of
the proteins with which it interacts. Mutations become
fixed at a high rate in proteins that interact with other
proteins whose sequences change rapidly. This is the
case, for instance, with immune system proteins, and with
proteins such as the surface antigens of microorganisms
involved in evading the immune response (Hurst and
Smith, 1999). Tissue-specific proteins and proteins
expressed at a low level also have comparatively high
rates of sequence change (Pal et al., 2001; Williams and
Hurst, 2002).
In the present study, the mutation and fixation rates were
compared to determine which correlates better with the
observed rates of sequence variation in homologous HSV-1
and HSV-2 proteins. Since both mutation and fixation
promote amino acid sequence variation, it was expected that
both would correlate positively and this was found to be the
case (see Fig. 7). More revealing information was obtained,
however, when analysis was carried out with proteins
encoded in UL27–UL33 and in US, the two regions found
in this study to contain groups of proteins with similar rates
of evolutionary change.
In the case of the conserved cluster proteins UL27–UL33,
separation distance correlated reasonably well with mutation
rate and poorly with fixation (Fig. 8). The better correlation
with mutation rate suggests that sequence change in the
UL27–UL33 proteins is affected more by the background of
mutations in the genome than by the need of the proteins to
undergo adaptive sequence change. Adaptive change in
these proteins is expected to be minimal. All of the seven
are essential for HSV-1 growth in cell culture, and all are
members of the set of core herpesvirus proteins whose genes
are inherited from a common ancestor (Davison et al.,
2002). Five have highly conserved functions; UL28, UL32,
and UL33 are involved in DNA encapsidation, while UL29
and UL30 are a part of the DNA replication machinery. It is
suggested that the UL27–UL33 genes may be clustered at
the middle of UL to take advantage of the low local
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protect the proteins from undesirable sequence changes.
US protein separation distances were found to correlate
better with fixation than with mutation rate (Fig. 9).
Correlation with fixation rate is consistent with the
function of US proteins in accessory, species-specific, or
optional functions as described above. Proteins encoded
in inter-segment genes and at the ends of UL (i.e., UL1
and UL56) resemble US genes in having high separation
distances, high fixation rates, and involvement in
processes such as transcription control (RL1 and RL2)
and tropism (UL1) associated with highly divergent
proteins. Strongly divergent proteins are encoded at both
ends of the genome in Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated virus
(Choi et al., 2000; McGeoch and Davison, 1999; Zong et
al., 1999).
Clustering of genes encoding highly divergent proteins
in US may be related to a function of the S segment to
promote genome diversity over evolutionary time. Com-
pared to L, the S segment is found to encode a greater
diversity of proteins among the alphaherpesviruses. For
instance, among the 56 proteins encoded in HSV-1 UL, 53
have homologs in varicella-zoster virus while in the 12
HSV-1 US proteins there are only five homologs in VZV
(US1, US3, US7, US8, and US10). In equine herpesvirus 1,
the number of homologs is 53 of 56 for UL but only 6 of
12 for US. Thus, there appears to be a function operative
over evolutionary time by which entire genes are added
and subtracted from alphaherpesvirus genomes selectively
in the S segment.
Genes involved in such comparatively rapid additions
and deletions are expected be the same as those encoding
proteins with high amino acid sequence divergence,
namely those involved in strongly selected, species
specific, or accessory functions. Essential or core functions
required for basic virus replication are not expected to be
rapidly added or deleted from the virus genome. It is
reasonable to suggest therefore that highly divergent
proteins are encoded selectively in US because they are
members of a set of genes that is subject to evolutionarily
rapid movement in and out of herpesvirus genomes. Such
gene movements could, for instance, promote virus
adaptation to novel environmental niches. In the future, it
might be productive to attempt to identify molecular
mechanisms such as transposition or genetic recombination
by which whole genes could be incorporated into or
deleted from S.Materials and methods
Amino acid sequences
Analyses were carried out with the amino acid
sequences of proteins encoded in the UL region of HSV-
1, HSV-2 and four other alphaherpesviruses, equineherpesvirus 1 (EHV-1), equine herpesvirus 4 (EHV-4),
bovine herpesvirus 1 (BHV-1), and varicella zoster virus
(VZV). Protein homologs were identified in a Blast
(blastp) search on the National Center for Biotechnology
Information website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.gov/BLAST).
These sequences were considered to be attractive for
analysis because HSV-1 UL proteins have homologs in all
or nearly all of the other five viruses and because
homologs are found in the same locations in UL. Similar
studies were performed to compare the sequences of all
proteins encoded in HSV-1 and HSV-2 only. For both
studies, amino acid sequences were retrieved from public
databases using the accession numbers shown in Appendix
A and B. Amino acid rather than nucleotide sequences were
examined so analysis could be restricted to mutagenic
changes that result in amino acid substitutions.
Sequences were manipulated with programs in the
GCG Wisconsin Package version 10.3 (Accelrys, Inc.,
San Diego, CA). Calculations were performed on an
SGI Origin 200 computer running the IRIX 6.5
operating system. PileUp was used with the default
parameters to align the sequences of homologous
proteins and the alignments were edited interactively
to remove sequence gaps and overhangs. Edited align-
ments were re-cycled through PileUp to insure the
optimal alignment was identified. Aligning the sequen-
ces in this way permitted analysis to focus on single
amino acid substitutions rather than on insertion or
deletion mutations.
Beginning with the aligned sequences of six homol-
ogous proteins (i.e., one from each of the six viruses
examined), the program Distances was used with the
default parameters to compute the number of amino acid
substitutions per 100 amino acids in each of the 15
pairwise combinations. The method of Kimura was used
to correct for multiple substitutions at the same site
(Kimura, 1980). The number of substitutions was then
summed for all 15 pairs and the value, the aggregate
separation distance, was interpreted as a measure of the
relative rate of amino acid sequence variation for a
particular protein. A higher separation distance corre-
sponds to a higher total number of substitutions among
the six protein homologs and therefore to a higher rate
of evolutionary change. In the case of genes such as
UL12 and UL26 in which truncated portions are
expressed in infected cells (e.g., UL12.5 and UL26.5
for the above examples), the divergence score was
calculated only for the full-length gene. The program
Isoelectric was used to calculate the predicted isoelectric
point of HSV-1 UL proteins. Statistical calculations were
done with Analyze-it.
Nucleotide sequences
The relative mutation rate in individual HSV-1 genes was
estimated from the rate of synonymous base substitutions at
(continued on next page)
Appendix A. Accession numbers used for UL region protein sequences in six alphaherpesviruses
Protein HSV-1 HSV-2 EHV-4 EHV1 BHV-1 VZV Amino
acids in
HSV-1
homolog
Amino
acids in
alignmenta
Protein function
UL1 P10185 P28278 T42605 P28941 NP_045359 P09308 224 137 Glycoprotein L
UL2 P10186 P28275 T42604 P28866 NP_045358 P09307 334 252 Uracil DNA
glycosylase
UL3 P10187 P28279 T42603 P28942 NP_045357 P09306 235 183 Nuclear
phosphoprotein
UL4 P10188 P28280 T42601 P28943 NP_045355 P09304 199 167 Unknown
UL5 P10189 P28277 T42600 P28934 NP_045354 P09303 882 831 Helicase/primase
complex
UL6 P10190 P89429 T42599 P28944 NP_045353 P09302 676 611 Portal complex
in capsid
UL7 P10191 P89430 T42598 P28945 NP_045352 P09301 296 280 Unknown
UL8 P10192 NP_044477 T42597 P28946 NP_045351 P09300 750 648 Helicase/primase
complex
UL9 P10193 NP_044478 T42596 P28947 P52377 P09299 851 788 Binds origin of
DNA synthesis
UL10 P04288 NP_044479 T42595 P28948 NP_045349 P09298 473 377 Glycoprotein M
UL11 P04289 P13294 NHb NH NP_045348 P09297 96 – Capsid
exocytosis
UL12 P04294 P06489 T42593 P28919 NP_045347 P09253 626 408 Alkaline exo-
DNAse
UL13 P04290 NP_044482 T42592 P28966 NP_045346 P09296 518 446 Virion-associated
protein kinase
UL14 P04291 NP_044483 T42591 P28949 NP_045345 P09295 215 179 Unknown
UL15 P04295 NP_044484 T42588 P28969 NP_045342 P09294 735 710 Presumptive
terminase subuni
UL16 P10200 NP_044485 T42590 P28970 NP_045344 P09293 373 336 Present in virion
UL17 P10201 NP_044486 T42589 P28950 NP_045343 P09292 703 614 Involved in DNA
encapsidation
UL18 P10202 NP_044487 T42587 P28921 NP_045341 P09291 318 308 Minor capsid
protein VP23
UL19 P06491 NP_044488 T42586 P28920 NP_045340 P09245 1374 1349 Major capsid
protein
UL20 P10204 NP_044489 T42585 P28971 NP_045339 P09290 222 199 Present in
membranes of
infected cell
UL21 P09855 NP_044490 T42584 P28972 NP_045338 P09289 535 468 Unknown
UL22 P06477 NP_044491 P24430 P09101 P27599 P09260 838 730 Glycoprotein H
UL23 P03176 NP_044492 T42582 P09100 NP_045336 P09250 376 320 Thymidine
kinase
J. Brown / Virology 330 (2004) 209–220 217tcorresponding codons (Ks) in the nucleotide sequences of
HSV-1 compared to HSV-2. Ks was considered to be a
reasonable estimate of the overall mutation rate because such
synonymous base substitutions (base changes that do not alter
the amino acid) are not expected to be strongly selected
evolutionarily. The relative rate at which mutations become
fixed in individual HSV-1 genes as a result of natural
selection was estimated with the parameter Ka/Ks, the rate
of non-synonymous base substitution scaled for the overall
mutation rate. Ka and Ks values were those computed by
Dolan et al. (1998). The guanine plus cytosine (GC) content
of individual HSV-1 UL genes was computed with the
program Composition beginning with the genome nucleotidesequences for HSV-1 and HSV-2 (accession numbers
X14113 and Z86009). Sigma Plot was used for linear
regression analyses with P values computed by a 1-way
ANOVA in Analyze-it.Acknowledgments
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Protein HSV-1 HSV-2 EHV-4 EHV1 BHV-1 VZV Amino
acids in
HSV-1
homolog
Amino
acids in
alignmenta
Protein function
UL24 P10208 NP_044493 T42581 P28927 NP_045335 P09288 269 239 Membrane
protein
UL25 P10209 NP_044494 T42580 P28928 NP_045334 P09287 580 546 Involved in DNA
encapsidation
UL26 P10210 NP_044495 T42579 P28936 P54817 P09286 635 469 Serine protease
UL27 P10211 P06763 T42576 P28922 P12640 P09257 904 797 Glycoprotein B
UL28 P10212 NP_044498 T42575 P28973 NP_045330 P09284 785 706 Involved in DNA
encapsidation
UL29 P04296 P89452 T42574 P28932 NP_045329 P09246 1196 1163 Binds single-
stranded DNA
UL30 P04293 NP_044500 T42573 P28858 NP_045328 P09252 1235 1120 DNA polymerase
UL31 P10215 NP_044501 T42572 P28951 NP_045327 P09283 306 286 Capsid egress
from nucleus
UL32 P10216 NP_044502 T42571 P28952 NP_045326 P09282 596 527 Involved in DNA
encapsidation
UL33 P10217 NP_044503 T42570 P28953 NP_045325 P09281 130 102 Involved in DNA
encapsidation
UL34 P04413 P13287 T42612 P28926 NP_045368 P09251 481 354 Capsid egress
from nucleus
UL35 P10219 NP_044505 T42568 P28974 NP_045323 P09279 112 102 Capsid protein
located at hexon
tips
UL36 P10220 NP_044506 T42567 P28955 NP_045322 P09278 3164 2420 Phosphoprotein
located in
tegument
UL37 P10221 NP_044507 T42566 P28956 NP_045321 P09277 1123 953 Involved in
virion maturation
UL38 P32888 P22486 T42565 P28935 NP_045320 P09276 465 423 Minor capsid
protein VP19C
UL39 P08543 NP_044509 P50642 P28846 P50646 P09248 1137 755 Ribonucleotide
reductase;
lg subunit
UL40 P10224 P03174 P50644 P28847 Q01319 P09247 340 304 Ribonucleotide
reductase;
sm subunit
UL41 P10225 P36699 T42562 P28957 NP_045317 P09275 489 384 Shuts off host
protein synthesis
UL42 P10226 NP_044512 T42561 P28958 NP_045316 P09274 488 330 Processivity for
DNA polymerase
UL43 P10227 NP_044513 NH NH NH NH 434 – Unknown
UL44 P10228 P06475 T42559 P12889 NP_045314 P09256 511 388 Glycoprotein C
UL45 P10229 NP_044515 T42558 P36323 NH NH 172 – Unknown
UL46 P10230 NP_044515 T42557 P28937 NP_045313 P09264 718 531 Tegument protein
UL47 P10231 NP_044517 T42556 P28929 P36338 P09263 693 591 Tegument
phosphoprotein
UL48 P06492 P23990 T42555 P28938 NP_045311 P09265 490 360 Induces a-gene
expression
UL49 P10233 NP_044519 T42554 P28960 NP_045310 P09272 301 234 Tegument
phosphoprotein
UL50 P10234 NP_044521 T42552 P28892 NP_045308 P09254 371 260 dUTPase
UL51 P10235 NP_044522 S36703 P28961 NP_045307 P09271 244 212 Unknown
UL52 P10236 NP_044523 T42550 P28962 NP_045306 P09270 1058 925 Helicase/primase
complex
UL53 P10237 P22485 T42549 P28933 NP_045305 P09261 338 319 Glycoprotein K
UL54 P10238 P28276 T42548 P28939 NP_045304 P09269 512 374 ICP27; inhibits
RNA splicing
UL55 P10239 P28281 T42547 P28963 NH P09268 186 – Unknown
UL56 P10240 P28282 NH NH NH NH 197 – Unknown
a Sequences were aligned and edited as described in Materials and methods.
b NH: No homologous protein is encoded in the indicated virus.
Appendix A (continued)
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Appendix B. Accession numbers used for US and repeated region protein sequences in HSV-1 and HSV-2
Protein HSV-1 HSV-2 Amino acids
in HSV-1
homolog/
alignment
Protein function
RL1 P08353 P28283 263/224 ICP34.5; phosphatase accessory
RL2 P08393 P28284 775/758 a0; transcription transactivator
RS1 P08392 NP_044530 1298/1229 a4; transcription transactivator
US1 P04485 P14379 420/193 a22; regulates gene expression
US2 P06485 P13292 291/287 Unknown
US3 P04413 P13287 481481 Protein kinase
US4 P06484 P13290 238/220 Glycoprotein G
US5 P06480 P13293 92/92 Glycoprotein J
US6 P57083 P03172 394/393 Glycoprotein D
US7 P06487 P13291 390/368 Glycoprotein I
US8 P04488 P13289 550/274 Glycoprotein E (Fc receptor)
US9 P06481 NP_044540 90/89 Tegument protein
US10 P06486 NP_044541 312/296 Tegument phosphoprotein
US11 P04487 NP_044542 161/146 Tegument; binds 60S ribosome
US12 P03170 P14345 88/85 ICP47 (binds TAP1/TAP2)
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